### Degrees Offered in the School of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences

#### Anthropology (Course 21A)
- **SB** Anthropology

#### Comparative Media Studies/Writing (Course CMS and Course 21W)
- **SB** Comparative Media Studies
- **SB** Writing
- **SM** Comparative Media Studies
- **SM** Science Writing

#### Computer Science, Economics, and Data Science (Course 6-14)
- **SB** Computer Science, Economics, and Data Science

#### Economics (Course 14)
- **SB** Economics
- **SB** Mathematical Economics
- **SM** Economics
- **MASc** Data, Economics, and Development Policy
- **MEng** Computer Science, Economics, and Data Science
- **PhD** Economics
- **PhD** Economics and Statistics

#### Global Languages (Course 21G)
- **SB** Global Studies and Languages

#### History (Course 21H)
- **SB** History

#### Humanities (Course 21)
- **SB** Humanities
- **SB** Humanities and Engineering
- **SB** Humanities and Science

#### Linguistics and Philosophy (Course 24)
- **SB** Linguistics and Philosophy
- **SB** Philosophy
- **SM** Linguistics
- **PhD** Linguistics
- **PhD** Philosophy

#### Literature (Course 21L)
- **SB** Literature

### Notes

Many departments make it possible for a graduate student to pursue a simultaneous master's degree.

1. See Interdisciplinary Programs ([http://catalog.mit.edu/interdisciplinary](http://catalog.mit.edu/interdisciplinary)).

2. Students majoring in one of the designated interdisciplinary major fields within SHASS receive the generic SB degree in Course 21, Humanities.